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ABSTRACT 
 
 Generally, sizing of bridges relies on parametric relationships between fundamental structural variables 
(i.e. depth, span, prestressing forces or reinforcement amount) that are based on the engineer’s experience. 
However, these relationships have not been systematically tested with analytical tools as powerful as the ones 
available today for structural analysis. 
 
 The birth of the new Spanish Concrete Code EHE, that provides new guidelines with respect, for 
example, to partial safety coefficients, design criteria for durability among other aspects,  may affect the above 
relationships.  
 
 In this context, this thesis’ objective is to check whether the previously established parametric 
relationships are still valid with the new Code and, if necessary, to propose new parametric relationships for 
concrete slab bridges. 
 

For this purpose, program LOSAC  for the design of continuous prestressed concrete beams developed 
by  Prof. Antonio Marí has been used. 

 
By means of LOSAC, slab bridges with concentrated or distributed inertia, hollow or full cross section 

can be analysed. A great advantage of LOSAC is the capability for modelling building processes that can be 
divided into several different building steps that can include simultaneous execution phases. 

 
For the purpose of the present study, LOSAC has been modified, adapting its behaviour to the Spanish 

Code EHE and building for him a friendly, simply and powerful graphic interface, based on VISUAL BASIC. 
This fact highly facilitates the data input to the program, becoming it a  bridge design tool and also a teaching 
tool. 

 
In order to help LOSAC in the task of looking for parametric relationships an external program is 

created, SECUENCIADOR DE LOSAC, also written in VISUAL BASIC, that sequenciates the creation of data 
input files, executes LOSAC and obtains the necessary data output files for getting that relationships. 

 
In addition, a new algorithm is developed, for the pre-design of the prestressing force, based in EHE, 

that take into account the instantaneous and the time dependent prestressing losses.  
 

 As a consequence of the analyses made the following parametric relationships have been studied for 1 
and 2 spans bridges, built simultaneously in one constructive step, having concentrated inertia full transversal 
section: 
 

• L – H, relationship between the transversal section span and thick. 
• L – L/H, relationship between the section span and its slenderness. 
• L – Panc, relationship between span length  and fitting prestressing force. 
• L – %∆Pinst, relationship between span and instantaneous looses percentage. 
• L – %∆Pdif, relationship between span and delayed looses percentage. 
• ∆Mhip=∆·Panc lineal relationship between the secondary prestressing bending moments and the 

prestressing force. 
• The influence of the thermal effects ∆T effect on these relationships. 

 
In this document, new parametric relationships are proposed based on the design results of a large amount of 
bridges in which the strict structural solution has been obtained. 


